Walkabout Viewing and Theme Information

The Bishop Transition Committee is excited to invite you to watch the Candidate Question & Answer Presentations. All live presentations will be available in English here: www.ktvapdx.com/Bishops/BWAB_Eng_2286_.html. The live event Tuesday, August 11, 4–6:30pm with simultaneous Spanish translation will be available here: www.ktvapdx.com/Bishops/BWAB_Span_2282_.html.

Each presentation will also be available for viewing on-demand approximately 24 hours following the live presentation. Each of the five Question & Answer Presentations have been designed around themes (please see below schedule). Links to these recordings will be available, approximately 24 hours after each event, here: https://www.oregonbishopsearch.org/.

In addition to the five Question & Answer Presentations each Candidate will participate in a 45–minute 1:1 Interview with recently retired radio news anchor and reporter Pat Boyle. These interviews will be available for viewing approximately August 18th here: https://www.oregonbishopsearch.org/.

We want to thank all of you who submitted more than 150 questions for the Candidates via the website. From these questions, a committee made up of Clergy and Laity from across the Diocese selected a total of 52 questions that represent a broad range of issues from throughout the Diocese. These 52 questions will be used for the five Question & Answer Presentations and the 1:1 interviews.

A big thank you to Robert Morrison+ (St. Albans, Albany), Sooz Hall (St. Luke's Grants Pass), Raggs Ragan+ (Trinity Cathedral Portland), Bernie Lindley+ (St. Timothy Brookings), Susie Silva-Strommer (St. Michael & All Angels Portland), Pete Baumer (St. James Coquille) and Sue Colvin (St. Thomas Eugene) for the many hours they spent reviewing and selecting the questions that best represent the voices from across our Diocese.

We hope you will take advantage of the Question & Answer Presentations and the 1:1 Interviews in order to get to know the Candidates for Bishop. We hope you will take advantage of the opportunity to see the multiple Question & Answer Presentations and the 1:1 Interviews to get to know the Candidates for Bishop, their ideas, styles, and experiences. We all regret that the COVID pandemic prevents us from being with candidates in person, but this method has the benefit of much more time seeing them, as well as the opportunity to assess how each is able to communicate in the digital environment which has become our norm.
Live Stream Events and Themes

Monday, August 10th
6:00pm-8:30pm
Theme: Leadership

Tuesday, August 11th
4:00pm-6:30pm
Themes: Latinx-Immigration-Ecumenism-Jesus
(with simultaneous Spanish translation)

Wednesday, August 12th
9:15am-11:15am
Themes: Clergy-Congregational Vitality

Thursday, August 13th
11:30am-1:45pm
Themes: Worship-Spiritual Life

Thursday, August 13th
6:30pm-8:45pm
Themes: Divisions-Healing